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Ad Hoc Key Events Report on the Greek Debt Crisis – August 17, 2015
•

Following an all-night vote in the Greek Parliament and after hours of talks of the Eurogroup, an
agreement on what will be the third bailout for Greece was reached. The first tranche of loans will
be for €26bn, including €10bn to recapitalise Greek banks and €16bn in several installments - the
first of which will be delivered in time for Greece to repay about €3.2bn to the European Central
Bank by 20 August. European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker said the deal sent a
message “loud and clear” that Greece will stay in the eurozone while French Finance Minister
Michel Sapin said in a statement that “this agreement is a success for Greece and for Europe”.
Germany's parliament will hold a special session on Wednesday to decide on whether to approve
the Greek bailout.

•

As part of the agreement, Euro-area finance ministers shielded Greek bank depositors from any
losses resulting from the restructuring of the financial system. “Bail-in of depositors will be
explicitly excluded”, Eurogroup President and Dutch Finance Minister Jeroen Dijsselbloem told
reporters.

•

In light of the new bailout, which includes new spending cuts, tax increases, sweeping structural
reforms in the pension system, opening of the closed professions and the liberalization of markets,
Greece enters a new period of political upheaval. After 43 of his MPs failed to vote for the third
bailout, Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras is expected to ask for a vote of confidence in Parliament. If he
doesn’t secure a minimum of 151 votes, early elections will be called.

•

The issue of debt relief is expected to be discussed after the program’s first review in October. In
the meantime, an analysis prepared by Greece's debt inspectors shows the debt will not come
down to 120% of GDP - which has long been viewed by the International Monetary Fund as the
target to get Athens back to a sustainable debt level - until 2030. Dutch Finance Minister Jeroen
Dijsselbloem acknowledged that dealing with debt was an important issue, while German Finance
Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble told Deutsche Welle radio that “outright debt forgiveness doesn't
work at all under European law”. The IMF has repeatedly called on eurozone ministers to offer
Greece debt relief, with IMF Chief Christine Lagarde noting that “Greece cannot restore debt
sustainability solely through actions on its own”.

Sources:
http://www.cnbc.com/2015/08/14/commission-confirms-euro-zone-bailout-of-greece.html
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http://www.ekathimerini.com/200585/article/ekathimerini/business/eu-aims-to-lure-greek-deposits-back-tobanks-with-bail-in-shield
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/economics/11802560/Greece-paves-way-for-third-debt-deal-after-all-nightdebate-live.html
http://www.ekathimerini.com/200600/article/ekathimerini/news/after-eurogroup-approval-athens-facesmilestones-amid-election-rumors
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/economics/11801211/The-Syriza-effect-Greek-economy-grows-by-0.8pc-insecond-quarter.html
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-33945263

Disclaimer: the “Ad Hoc Key Events Report”, which is composed by our Law Firm and provided to our clients as a
complementary service on an ad hoc basis, aims to provide a snapshot of the key events that took place until its
issuance, solely based on output from local and international media (print, online etc.). We thus hold no
responsibility for the accuracy of the primary sources that we cite and acknowledge that the information
contained herein may not represent real-time events or a comprehensive overview of media clippings. Please
also note that the content of the Report does not reflect the personal views of the individual author and/or the
Law Firm and does not in any way constitute legal advice.
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